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1.) Select a level area to operate game with plenty of room to allow for a line to form.  Keep a safe distance
(at least fifteen feet clearance on all sides) between player and spectators.

2.) Assemble framework per sketch.  Note that the eight longer pieces of tubing are used to form the sides
(2 per side) while the four shorter crimped pieces are to be used to create the base.  (Be sure to tighten
down the fittings using the small bolts o them.)

3.) Attach the painted canvas to the framework assembly using the Velcro straps.

4.) If using the game outdoors, it is strongly recommended to use the stakes provided on either side of the 
bottom supports.   Use sandbags on pavement.  And in a breeze, use sandbags with stakes.

5.) Turn crossbow over and remove prod housing screw and bracket.

6.) Slide metal prod, notch first, into slot provided making sure the string is riding on top of launching barrel.

7.) Replace bracket and screw so bracket lip covers prod and is in prod slot.  Tighten screw.

Safety Instructions

1.) NEVER USE THE GAME IN STRONG WINDS OR LIGHTENING !!!

2.) Use caution when setting up or taking down the game.  Once the bolts are loosened the sections of tubing
can come apart and fall down causing injury.

3.) Be sure there is plenty of clearance between the player and the spectator(s).   

4.) Keep spectators clear from the sides and back of the canvas to prevent them from being struck by a 
deflected or errant shot.  (Inexperienced players may miss the canvas entirely.)

5.) NEVER ALLOW A PLAYER TO POINT THE CROSSBOW AT OR SHOOT ANOTHER PERSON OR ANIMAL.
(Darts May cause serious eye injury.)

7.) When a player is shooting, make sure nothing is in the string's path such as hair or fingers and 

nothing can be struck as the limb tips go forward during the shot.

8.) NEVER LEAVE CROSSBOW UNATTENDED.

9.) Use only the special Velcro Safety Darts included with the game.  Never use another type of projectile
for the safety of player & spectators and maintenance of the canvas.

10.) Game operator must review the shooting guidelines with inexperienced players.  If the operator determines
a player is shooting in a dangerous manner, they must immediately stop their turn.

11.) The operator should remove the crossbow from the player before approaching the canvas to remove
the darts.

1 ~ Painted Canvas 1 ~ Crossbow
2 ~ Four Way Fittings 30 ~ Velcro Darts
2 ~ Elbow Fittings 1 ~ Storage / Carry Case
8 ~ Lengths of Tubing 1 ~ Extra Screw
4 ~ Lengths of Tubing Crimped 1 ~ Extra Washer
4 ~ Stakes
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